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STATUS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ELECTRON CLOUD 
EFFECTS AT THE LOS ALAMOS PROTON STORAGE RING* 

R. J. Macek*, A. A.Browman, M. J. Borden, D. H. Fitzgerald, R. C. McCrady, T. Spickermann, and 
T. J. Zaugg, LANSCE Division, LANL, Los Alamos, NM, 87545 USA 

A hstr-uct 
Various electron cloud effects (ECE) including the two- 

stream (e-p) instability at the Los Alamos Proton Storage 
Ring (PSR) have been studied extensively for the past five 
years with the goal of understanding the phenomena, 
mitigating the instability and ultimately increasing beam 
intensity. The specialized diagnostics used in the studies 
are two types of electron detectors, the retarding field 
analyzer and the electron sweepmg detector - which have 
been employed to measure characteristics of the electron 
cloud as functions of time, location in the ring and various 
influential beam parameters - plus a short stripline beam 
position monitor used to measure high frequency motion 
of the beam centroid. Highlights of this research program 
are summarized along with more detail on recent results 
obtained since the ECLOUD’02 workshop. Recent work 
mcludes a number of parametric studies of the various 
factors that affect the electron cloud signals, studies of the 
sources of- initial or “seed” electrons, additional 
observations of electron cloud dissipation after the beam 
pulse 1s extracted, studies of the “first pulse instability” 
issue, more data on electron suppression as a cure for the 
instability, and observations of the effect of a one-turn 
weak kick on intense beams in the presence of a 
significant electron cloud. 

INTRODUCTION 
Well established electron cloud effects (ECE) at the Los 

Alamos Proton Storage Ring (PSR) include the two- 
stream e-p instability and electron-cloud generation by 
trailing-edge multipactor [l-6]. After a brief review of 
these, the main focus of this paper will be on the results of 
more recent work on tssues regarding e-cloud buildup, 
some unresolved issues still under study and first results 
OII the beam response to a weak kick. 

Ttro-str-eunl e-p instuhilip ut PSR 
The fast transverse instabilrty observed since the 

commisstoning of PSR has long been characterized [l] as 
a two-stream instability arising from the coupled motion 
of the proton beam and a low energy electron cloud. Some 
of the most convmcmg evidence for this conclusion is the 
observed frequency spectra (modes) for the unstable beam 
motion near threshold examples of which are shown in 
Figure I for two different beam intensities. The central 
frequencies for each band occur at the calculated 
“bounce” frequency for electrons in the space charge 

potential of the proton beam and vary as the square root of 
beam intensity as expected from the coasting beam 
formula below for the electron bounce frequency, f. N is 
the number of protons in the ring, a and b the horizontal 
and vertical half sizes of the beam cross-section, R the 
mean radius of the ring and f, (the fractional 
neutralization) is the ratio of the electron density to the 
beam density. 
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Figure 1. Plot showing the spectra of betatron sidebands 
from a stripline BPM (vertical difference signal) taken 
during unstable motion near threshold for two different 
intensities (6.1 and 3 uC/pulse respectively). 

Another important feature of the instability is the 
threshold behavior plotted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Plot of threshold intensity as a function of rf 
Buncher Voltage. The square points are historical data for 
operational beams prior to the direct He injection upgrade 
in 1998 and the blue circles in Ott 1998 after the upgrade. 



The definition of threshold (for bunched beams with the 
rf on) used at PSR is based on an experimental procedure 
that yields reproducible results at the 3-5% level (on 
buncher voltage). A fixed amount of charge is 
accumulated and stably stored for -500 p before 
extraction. The buncher voltage is slowly lowered until 
the instability appears near the end of the store as 
evidenced by the appearance of significant high frequency 
beam centroid motion on a stripline BPM, accompanied 
by significant beam loss (4%) for -50% of the 
macropulses. 

The linear behavior in Figure 2 is a feature that has 
been reproduced many times since 1998. It is predicted in 
coasting beam centroid models if the fiactional 
neutralization is constant over the entire range of intensity 
variation. Since the evidence shown later does not support 
a constant fractional neutralization, explanation of this 
behavior is st i l l  an open issue. 

Control of the instability at PSR has been achieved by 
various measures which increase Landau damping 
including higher buncher voltage (more momentum 
spread), inductive inserts (equivalent to more rf voltage), 
multipole fields (magnetic sextupoles and octupoles), and 
coupled Landau damping using a skew quad [2,3]. There 
is some evidence that the transverse coupling introduced 
by vertical closed orbit offsets in sextupoles is responsible 
f a  much of the improvement using sextupoles. Mitigation 
by measures to suppress the electron cloud is more 
ambiguous and is discussed later in this paper. 

nailing edge multipactor 
The origin and characteristics of the electron cloud 

driving the instability have been key issues in the search 
for greater understanding of the e-p instability at PSR 
Biased collection electrodes were the first diagnostics 
uscd to detect electrons in PSR They provided indications 
of significant numbers of electrons being generated in 
some type of avalanche process [7] for beams close to 
instability threshold but the signals were not easily 
interpreted. Since then, two types of more suitable 
detectors have been used successhlly to better 
characterize the electron cloud at PSR The iirst is the 
Harkay-Rosenberg retarding field analyzer (RFA) [8] to 
which were added fast electronics in order to observe the 
time structure of the electrons striking the wall [9]. The 
time information was important for idcntifjbg tmiliq 
edge mdtipactor. 

Representative samples of the signals from such a 
detector located in a relatively low-loss straight section 
and for stable beams are shown in the plot of Figure 3. 
Signals for several values of the repeller voltage are 
shown in proper time relationship to the beam current 
signal. The detectors collect electrons striking the wall 
with energies higher than the value set by the negative 
repeller voltage, thus providing data on the cumulative 
enorgy spectrum, an example of which is plotted in Figure 
4. 

Relatively "cold" electrons born at the wall (say from 
beam losses) after the peak of the beam will be 

accelerated and then decelerated by the beam space 
charge fields and will strike the wall with some additional 
energy beyond their initial value. These "multipacting" 
electrons build up exponentially on the tradmg edge of the 
beam pulse and peak at the end of the beam pulse. In 
addition to multipactor electrons, electrons captured fiom 
the gap at the beginning of the pulse will also be ejected 
at the end of the bunch. In general, the higher energy 
electrons appear in a shorter pulse. The signal level at the 
peak implies -400-500 microamperes/cm2.  his is a large 
flux of electrons, in fact it is 5 orders of magnitude higher 
than the -2nA/cm2 expected from residual gas ionization, 
assuming that the electrons generated in one passage of 
the beam pulse emerge in an approximately 40 ns pulse at 
the end of each beam pulse. 
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Figure 3. Examples of electrons signals observed with 
an RFA shown in time relation to the beam. 
The electrons signals from the RFA which peak at the 

end of the bunch are referred to as "prompt" electron 
signals in contrast to electrons surviving the "gap" 
between successive passages of the beam bunch. 
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Figure 4. The three-dimensional plot of RFA signals as 
a function of time and repeller voltage shown here 
provides a cumulative energy distriiution of electrons 
striking the wall. 

Simulations of electron cloud buildup for the long- 
bunch proton beams of PSR [5, 101 are in good agreement 
with the shape, timing and energy spectra of prompt 



(dtipactor) signals measured in drift spaces. The 
amplitude is also in reasonable agreement, given the large 
uncertainties on the number of seed electrons and the SEY 
of PSR chambers. 

Observation of electrons surviving the gap 
between bunch passages 

A key issue for understanding the instability is the 
number of electrons surviving passage of the gap to be 
captured by the next beam pulse, oscillate against the 
protons throughout the pulse and therefore drive the two- 
stream instability. These are not determined by the flux 
striking the wall at the end of the gap. To resolve this 
issue the electron sweeping diagnostic was developed 
which could masure the number surviving the gap. 

The electron sweeper [9] is basically an RFA with an 
electrode opposite the RFA opening which can be pulsed 
to sweep electrons from the pipe into the RFA. Figure 5 
shows signals fiom the electron sweeper in a drift space 
of section 4. The blue curve is the beam pulse. The green 
is the signal from the collector of the electron sweeper 
and the red is the high voltage pulse applied to the 
sweeper. These are shown in proper time relation with the 
beam pulse. Prompt electrons are observed at the end of 
the beam pulse since the detector functions as a large area 
RFA until the HV pulse arrives. The "swept" electron 
signal at the end of the gap is narrow, as expected, and its 
integral provides a lower limit of -1 % on the average 
beam neutralization by the electrons that survive the gap. 
This is in the range needed to explain the instability 
threshold in a simple centroid model [ 1,3]. 
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Figure 5.  Signal fiom the electron sweeping diagnostic. 
The electron sweeping diagnostic has been used to 

measure the electrons in the pipe as a function of time 
after the passage beam pulse. By sweeping electrons after 
passage of the last pulse in the ring (just before 
extraction) one measure electrons surviving well beyond 
the usual 100 ns gap. As can be seen in Figure 6, where 
both the pealc and the integral of the swept electron peak 
are plotted, either of these signals has a long, 
approximately exponential tail which is still observable 
after 1 microsecond. The decay time constant is - 170 110 
and implies a high reflectivity for the low energy 
electrons left in the pipe. A simple calculation yields a 

secondary emission yield (SEY or 6) of - 0.5 for electrons 
with energies of 2-5 eV (the peak energy of true 
secondary electrons). Simulations of electron dissipation 
by Furman and Pivi [lo] agree in &tail with this data for 
a value of NO) of - 0.5. This somewhat surprising result 
is consistent with more recent measurements of SEY 
down to very low energy incident electrons. 
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Figure 6. Electron dissipation as measured with the 

electron sweeping diagnostic. 
Parametric studies of electron dissipation decay time (in 

the region of the approximately exponential tail beyond 
200-300 ns) over the past 3 years show that it is 
insensitive to beam intensity, TiN coating, beam 
scrubbing and location in the ring or the extraction line. 
This suggest that the SEY for very low energy electrons 
(2-5 ev) is insensitive to the 

The electron sweeper was also used to simultaneously 
m u r e  the prompt and swept electrons as a function of 
intens@ as shown in Figure 7. In this experiment all 
control variables were held constant - buncher voltage, 
accumulation time etc - except the intensity which in this 
example was varied by moving the stripper foil to cmml 
the amount of beam injected. 

variables. 
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Figure 7. Prompt and swept electrons signal amplitudes 

plotted as fbnctions of beam intensity (Q). 



These plots show that the prompt electron signal varied 
strongly with intensity, in fact, as the 10 th power over the 
entire range. The swept electrons measured at the end of 
the gap varied somewhat more slowly as the 7th power 
but saturated above 5-6 pC/pulse. This high intensity 
region is the region of greatest interest for the PSR 
improvement program and could explain why the 
threshold intensity doesn't hit a brick wall in this region 
since the fractional beam neutralization from the electrons 
surviving the gap is roughly constant in the saturation 
ltgi0Il. 

Saturation of the electrons surviving the gap is 
presumably due to the space charge forces in the electron 
cloud in the beam h e  region. These forces will tend to 
cause more rapid expansion of the cloud which counters 
the rapid buildup of electrons fed into the gap by the 
prompt electrons striking the wall at the end of the bunch. 

Variable Effect on the prompt electron 
signal 

Beam intensity 
Longitudinal bunch I Significant effect 

I Strong effect - I", n=2-10 

Beam scrubbing 

Beam losses 
Ring vacuum 
Location in ring 

profile 
Transverse profile I Strong effect, more electrons in 

direction of major axis 
Factor of -5 reduction over 
several months 
Linear in local losses 
Linear in local pressure 
Significant effect related to 

Paranaetric studies of the cumulative energy spectra as 
hctions of intensity, location in the ring, beam scrubbing 
and TiN have been made but are still being analyzed. In 

addition, observations have been made of electron signals 
in the presence of sub-threshold coherent motion and 
some for unstable beam. 

Source strengths of primary electropls 
The primary initial OT seed electrons are a crucial input 

to the simulations. Most simulations have assumed that 
the dominant source is electrons born at the wall from 
grazing angle proton beam losses taken as uniform around 
the ring with 100 electrons per lost proton. The measured 
beam losses at PSR for -8 pC/pulse beams imply an 
average loss rate of 4x1 0dlpr0todtu-n if taken as uniform 
around the ring. These parameters are a useful starting 
point in the absence of better information and yields 
simulation results in rough agreement with measurements 
for the dri.fl space of section 4 in PSR. The agreement is 
fortuitous since the beam losses in PSR are far from 
uniform around the ring and the angular distriiution of 
berun particles striking the wall near the electron detectors 
is not measured or simulated. 
The 1Wproton has been justified using the model by 

Sternglass [ll, 121 which is supported by the 
measurements of Thieberger et al at BNL [13]. In this 
model, depicted in Figure 8, electrons liberated by energy 
loss (Wdx) processas can emerge h m  the s h c e  ifthey 
are produced in the thin, -lmn, escape zone. This leads to 
l/cos(6) dependence, which implies that the number of 
electrons is a very strong hct ion  of the grazing angle of 
incidence. 
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Figure 8. A schematic is shown which illustrates the 
Sternglass model for electron production from grazing 
angle interactions of a beam halo particle (red line) with 
the wall. 

Detailed information on the angular distriiution for the 
lost protons incident on the chamber walls near the 
electron detecton is not available and thafore the 
100eAost proton number is probably best treated as an 
upper limit. Furthermore, the loss mtes are far h m  
uniform around ring and vary by PS much as a factor of 
1O00. Grazing angle losses h m  foil scattering occur 
mainly in the quads and it would be largely secondary 
particles scattered fiom the primary loss points that would 
reach the regions where the various electron detectoff arc 
located, 

When the information from the local loss monitors is 
considered the resulting picture still remains puzzling, A 
stronger prompt signal is consistently observed in section 
4 than in sections 2 and 9 where the losses as measurcd by 
local loss monitors or local activation are an order of 
magnitude higher. See the Appendix and Figure 24 far a 
layout of the PSR including the various electron detectors. 
The xatios of electrons (h), local beam losses (RL) and 
activatiOn (Rd with respect to those in section 4 are listed 
in Table 2. Even in section 1, where the losses are a factor 
of 50 higher, the electron signal is only a factor of 6 
h@cr after accounting for the smaller solid angle. 



There are a number of possible explanations for the 
higher relative signals in section 4 of the ring. The local 
loss monitor or activation data does not provide suitable 
information on the angular distriiution of the radiation 
striking the walls which could be Merent in the various 
sections of the ring. More precise infomation on the 
distriiutions of radiation striking the walls in the vicinity 
of the various electron detectors is needed before one can 
know if there is a true discrepancy. Better infomation on 
the distriiutions may be possible fiom detailed simulation 
and tracking of lost protons and their secondary products 
but would require a significant effort to carry out. 

Table 2. Ratios of electrons (RJ, local beam losses (RL) 

Section 
9 
2 

& RL RA 
-113 -17 7-35 
-112.5 -7 -2 

1 1  1-6 1 -55 I -50 
The SEY could be different at the locations of the 

various detectors. Perhaps the higher loss regions were 
scrubbed at a higher rate. In addition, the vacuum pressure 
in section 4 was consistently higher than in sections 2 and 
9 by a factor of 5-10 and might be responsible for the 
higher electron signals in that region. 

With these issues in mind, a number of experiments 
were performed where the beam losses and vacuum 
pressure were systematically varied. Results are presented 
and discussed in the next two sub-sections. 

Primary Electrons f i m  Beam Losses 
Beam losses were varied by either moving the stripper 

foil at injection or by local closed orbit bumps. Moving 
the stripper into the beam systematically increased the 
losses fiom foil scattering but changed no other beam 
parameter. Relative changes in the losses were monitored 
by measuring the foil current which is a measure of foil 
hit by the stored beam. In the other method, local closed 
orbit bumps were introduced and relative Iosses measured 
with a local loss monitor. In both cases it was found that 
the electrm signals showed considerable hear vatiaticm 
with the beam losses as shown in Figures 9 and 10 blow. 
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Figure 9. Effect of varying losses (from foil scattering) 

on the prompt electron signal in drift section 4 for a beam 
intensity of 5.8 pC&ulse. 

The equations shown on the graphs of Figures 9-1 1 are 
linear fits to the data and R2 is the “coefficient of 

determination” for the fit. In Figure 9 the p m p t  electron 
signal is plotted as function of changes in beam losses 
from foil scattering as monitored by the foil ament. It 
shows that the electron signal is linear in the change in 
losses. The intercept at zero foil curzent is the contriiution 
from the other loss components (pharily excited states 
of H!) plus any contriiution h m  the vacuum. The 
excited states do not change with foil position so do not 
contriiute to the slope of the curve. 

Local losses were changed by local horizontal closed 
orbit bumps (-6 to +8 mm) for the curves plotted in Figure 
10. Two identical RFAs were installed at this location, 
one in the horizontal and the other in the vertical. Local 
losses were monitored by a nearby loss monitor, 
designated as LM59. Here, as in Figure 9, the prompt 
electrons signals are linear in the losses over the range 
loss variation. It should be noted that the vertical signal is 
an order of magnitude larger, presumably due to the larger 
beam size in the vertical. It is also worth noting that two 
parameters are changed simultaneously - the losses and 
the horizontal beam center. The latter could influence the 
space charge fields and therefore the multipactor “gain“. 
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Figure 10. Prompt electron signals h m  ED42X 
(detector in the horizontal plane) and ED42Y (detector in 
the vertical plane) pl~tkxl against the variation of local 
losaes produced by horizontal closed ahit bumps in 
section 4 of PSR. The beam intensity was 8.1 pC/pulse 
(5x10” protons per pulse). 

The sizeable change in electron signals with losses 
Wcates that losses make a significant, possibly 
dominant, contriiution to the primary or seed electron 
&ength. The linear response with losses indicates that the 
d p a c t o r  amplification process has not yet saturated for 
these canditions. If the multipactor gain could be 
&mated, say h m  simulations, then it would be possible 
to estimate the number of seed electrons h m  the electron 
sigPals. In addition, if the flux of lost particles striking the 
wall in the vicinity of the electron detectors were known, 
then it would be possible to estimate the number of seed 
electrons per lost particle. There is some expectation tbat 
the particle tracking code ORBIT [14], undcr 
development at O N ,  could be used to simulate both the 
beam losses and the multipactor signal. Another code 
such as LAHET or MCNPX would be needed to simulate 



the proaucnon of secondary products at the proton loss 
points. 

Primary Electronsfi.om Residual Gas Ionization 
In the experiment discussed in this section, the vacuum 

pressure was varied in a number of sections of the ring by 
turning off ion pumps and monitoring both the pressure 
and electron signals while the pressure gradually rose. Ion 
gauges in the drift spaces near the electron detectors 
monitored the vacuum pressure. 

The graph of Figure 11 is one example that illustrates 
the effect of vacuum pressure on both the prompt and 
swept electron signals. The vacuum pressure measured by 
an ion gauge, IG41, in section 4 varied from -100 nTorr 
to 2000 nTm and the prompt signals in these two 
detectors (ES41Y and ED42Y) increased linearly by 
approximately a factor of 6 over this range. However, the 
electrons surviving the gap (swept electrons labeled as 
ES4lY swept) were unchanged. Other detectors in 
sections 2 and 5 (ED22Y and ED51Y) gave similar 
results. Beam intensity was 8.2 pC/pulse ( 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  protons 
per pulse) during the data collection. 
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Figure 11. Prompt electron signals (ES41Y and 
ED42Y) plus the swept electron signal at the end of the 
gap (ES41Y swept) arc plotted as a function of tho 
vacuum pressure in section 4. Beam intensity was 8.2 
pC/pulse (5x10" protons per pulse). 
From the fits to these curves we can infer that the 

vacuum contributes 2530% of the signal at lo-' Torr 
where section 4 was operating at the time of these 
measurements. This section has typically run with 
somewhat higher pressures than most but not all of the 
other sections of the ring. The slope of the ES41Y fit is 
approximately twice that of the ED42Y fit which could be 
due to a difference in the multipactor gains at these 
locations. 
This experiment suggests that residual gas can make a 

non-negligible contribution to the seed electrons 
(depending on the actual vacuum pressure). The 
assumption in most simulations to date has been that 
residual gas ionization can be neglected because it is 

small and the electrons are created near the beam not the 
wall. However, the vacuum effect might be &om the ions 
that are driven tothe wall by the beamp0teah.l. Thehit  
with as much as 2-3 keV and can release secoduy 
electrons at the wall (-0.3 for 2 keV ions) [14]. To our 
knowledge, this effect has not yet been in included in the 
published results from simulations. 

Suppression of the electron cloud formation 
Suppression of the electron cloud build up is widely 

expected to provide a cure for electron cloud instabilities. 
Over the years various measures to suppress electrons 
have been tried at PSR with rather limited results. 
Initially, various clearing fields over as much as 15% of 
the ring circumference were tried [3,16]. However, it can 
be argued that these measures were not implemented 
everywhere in the ring and therefore may have had only a 
very limited effect on the average electron cloud density. 

In recent years TiN coatings and solenoid windings 
were tested. Beam scrubbing as a result of ongoing beam 
operations over time has been effective in reducing the 
electron cloud and improving the instability tlxesholds. 

Tests of TiN coatings gave mixed results which are 
tabulated m table 3 below. 

a$er beam I 
*After 2 months of operations at 100 PA @20 Hz. 
TiN coatings suppressed the prompt -sigr& by a factor 

of 100 or more forthe same beamintensity in our first test 
in section 5 in 1999 but provided no improvement in more 
recent tests in section 4 while TiN gave a factor of 40 
reduction of the prompt signal in section 9. The TST 
mated Section 4 has improved with beam scrubbing but at 
the 58me rate as other sections in the ring. The section 4 
d t s  arc a puzzle since the components were coated at 
SLAC at the same time as those for section 9. While the 
&on 4 results are disappointing and not understood, 
one can not rule out some contamiuation or compromise 
of the coated surfaces without destructive testing. 
Weak solenoidal magnetic fields suppressed prompt 

electron signals by a factor -50 at 20 G [3] in a short 
section of PSR but when solenoid windings were installed 
over about 10% of the ring they had no effect on the 
instability threshold This suggests that the drift spaces 
with windings may not be a sqpficant source of electrons 
that drive the instability. 

We have found that beam conditioning (scrubbing) over 
thm reduced the prompt electron signal and improved the 
instability threshold curves. The first evidence at PSR for 
the beneficial eflbcts of beam scrubbing on the e-p 



instability was the repeated observation starting in 1997 
that the e-p instability had a lower threshold (-20-30%) 
during startup after a 4-6 month down period for annual 
maintenance activities and improved a few weeks later. It 
was studied m r e  systematically in 2000 as shown in 
Figure 12 where the threshold intensity is plotted as a 
function of rf buncher voltage while holding other beam 
parameters such as accumulation time, bunch length, 
injection offset fixed. The improvement is rapid at first 
and slows down after a few days of operation but was still 
improving after a few weeks of operation at -100 pA (at 
20 Hz). The threshold intensity curves continued to 
improve into 2001 and 2002 and appear to have stopped 
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improving by late summer of 2002. 
Figure 12. Threshold intensity curves showing the 

benefit of beam conditioning (scrubbing) during 2000 
when there were no inductive inserts in PSR 

In the 2002 run cycle we embarked on a systematic 
effort to correlate the improvement in instability threshold 
curves with changes in the electron signals. "he two plots 
in Figures 13 and 14 show the prompt electron signals as 
functions of time over a several month period in 2002 for 
an 8 pC/pulse beam. 

(in horizontal plane) is located Ohm downstream of the 
injection stripper foil and ED22Y (in vertical plane) is in 
the center of the drift space of section 2. ED42Y and 
ES41Y (both in vertid plane) are both located in the drift 
space of section 4 and are about lm  apart. Signals fiom 
these 4 detectors show a similar factor of 5-10 reduction 
in signal over this period of time during which PSR 
operated rather continuously at 100-120 pA@ 20 Hz. It 
should also be mentioned that the swept electton signal 
(in the drift space of section 4) at the end of the gap 
showed only a kctor of two reduction during this period. 
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Figure 13. Plot showing the reduction of the prompt 

electron signal amplitudes for two RFAs (EDO2X and 
ED22Y) during 2002 operations. 

The four electron detectors plotted in Figures 13 and 14 
arc located in three different sections of the ring. E D O W :  

I 
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Figure 14. Plot showing the reduction of the prompt 

electron signal amplitudes for two RFAs (ED42Y and 
ES41Y in section 4 of the ring) during 2002 operations. 

SOME UNRESOLVED ISSUES 
Several rather puzzling phenomena which appear to be 

unique to PSR will be discussed in this section. 

Recovery afler sweeping the gap 
An interesting and not understood effect of sweeping 

electrons fiom the gap is shown in Figure 15. The next 
prompt signal after sweeping the gap is reduced 
substantially and takes several turns to recover. Such 
behavior does not appear to this extent in most 
simulations for PSR 

Figwe 15. Recovery after sweeping the gap. The red 
si@ is h m  the electron sweeping diagnostic, the green 
is the high voltage pulse (500V) applied to the sweeping 
electrode and the blue signal is the beam current signal 
fkom a wall current monitor (WC41) in the ring. 



Electrons surviving the gap are captured by the next 
passage of the beam pulse and will be ejected at the end 
of ?he beam pulse and thereby make a coniriiution to the 
prompt signal. Sweeping the electrons from the gap 
means they will be removed fipm the next prompt signal. 
It is surprising if they account for 75% of the prompt 
s@ and take several turns to build up as the data in 
Figure 15 suggests. We have taken data [17] with the 
sweeper pulsed every turn for 10 turns with the result that 
the swept signal has the same amplitude for each of the 
successive turns. This means the electrons surviving the 
gap and captured by the beam pulse are not changing after 
sweeping the gap. Some other mechanism is needed to 
explain the recovery of the prompt signal. 

Electron bursts 
Many of the traces shown earlier have been averages 

over a number (typically 32) of macrOpulSes and don't 
reveal the turn-to-turn fluctuations. A rather puzzling 
phenomenon that is not yet understood is the burst 
character of prompt electron signals shown in Figure 16 
for detectors in section 4 of the ring. 

- 
I 

the bursts. In fact, large increases in the prompt si@ 
and the bursts have been observed when the ring was 
operated under conditions of low buncher voltage where a 
microwave-like longitudinal instability introduces -60 
MHz modulation on the beam pulse. The coherence of the 
bursts over several turns suggests that the betatron 
oscillations of the beam centroid might be involved. 
However, no clear correlation with BPM signals has been 
found Not all locations show the same levels of 
fluctuations e.g., the fluctuations near the stripper foil arc 
much lower than those in section 4. Basically the bursts 
are an unresolved issue. It is hard to claim understanding 
of the electron cloud buildup without some reasonable 
understanding of the cause of the fluctuations. 

.... 



The transvm emittance for the beam used for the 
typical single pulse operation of PSR is perhaps a factor 
of two smaller than used for the spallation neutron 
program at the Lujan center. Such a beam was used during 
the measurements for Figure 18 but is not required for the 
1st pulse instability which is also observed for larger 
emittance beams. 

The 1" pulse instability phenomenon has been observed 
for several years especially when resuming operations 
after the annual shutdown for maintenance when the ring 
has been up to air. The instability disappears after a few 
weeks of beam operations, presumably due to some sort 
of beam conditioning. It is interesting that the minimum 
wait time increases gradually with continual beam 
operations. Another curious observation is the increased 
foil current for the 1st pulse compared with others even 
for a stable first pulse as shown in Figure 19. Yet another 
interesting observation was made by the operators who 
found that a low intensity precursor (down a factor of 50) 
generally prevents the 1 st pulse instability. 

* 

suggest that it may be related to gas n-dwqtion on the 
stripper foil. At this time we do not have a plausible 
model that explains all of the observatians. 

BEAM RESPONSE TO WEAK KICK 
Another interesting set of observations is the beam 

response to a weak kick. For these experiments we were 
motivated by the possibdity of obtaining information on 
wake f i m c t i o d i e  in the presence of an electron 
cloud from the time-domain analog of beam transfer 
function measuremenb. The conditions for the plot shown 
Figure 20 are: a beam intensity of 5 cLc/pulse and a 
buncher voltage of 11 kV which is twice as much as at the 
instability threshold for this intensity. 





analyze data already collected and continuing to exploit 
electron cloud diagnostics presently installed, we can 
identify crucial issues whose resolution would likely have 
a major impact on our understanding and control of ECE 
for long bunch proton machines. These would include 
understanding the cause(s) of the electron bursts, 
measuring the electron cloud in magnets especialIy 
quadrupoles and testing the fwibility of active damping 
of the e-p instability at PSR. 

Electmu in quadrupoles 
Electrons in quadntpoles are an unresolved issue for 

PSR. Simulations by Pivi [18] indicate sigaiscant 
multipacting plus trapping in the quadrupole field after 
the beam pulse passes. For the same number of seed 
electrons, he found a prompt signal that is a &ctor of 5 
less than in a drift space. However, the source terms for 
the seed electrons fiom grazing angle losses should be 
considerably larger in the quads. If these are correct then 
quads might be the location of the strongest electron cloud 
density. 

Not all simulations indicate strong multipacting in 
quads. Thus, for many reasons it seems crucial to measure 
the electron cloud in a PSR quad, especially those that are 
trapped between bunch passages. A concept for doing this 
sketched below. Fortunately we have extra aperture in the 
PSR quads where a 17 cm diameter aperture is available 
but only 10 cm is used for the beam chamber. Thus we 
can envisage installing an RFA assembly and a sweeper 
plate and use the assembly much like the sweeping 
diagnostic installed in drift spaces. 

project at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The f-ibility 
of a test of the method at PSR is being discussed. 
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APPENDM: PSR LAYOUT 
The present layout of the PSR including the various 

electron cloud and e-p diagnostics r e f m d  to in this paper 
is shown in Figure 24. 

Figure 23. Schematic layout of a proposed electron 
sweeping diagnostic in a PSR quadrupole. 

Active damping of the e-p instability 
Active damping is a possible means for controlling the 

and broad fresuency content present significant 
challenges. We are looking at this possibility in 
collaboration with Prof. S.Y. Lee and students at Indiana 
University and the accelerator physics group (lead by 
Stuart Henderson) with Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) 

tw0-s- e-p instability. The fast growth W 

Figure 24. PSR layout including electron detectors and 
G.p diagnostics. 
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